I7o	THE LAST GENRO
The young novelist was talking to himself, but they all listened. His
host, too, was attentive. Okiku fanned flies from the dishes and con-
tentedly looked at the few crude watercolors pinned to the partition.
"Is that your literary view?" Saionji's inquiry brought forth an-
other long discussion of contemporary Nipponese literature by the
young man. He summarized the tendencies since the beginning of the
Meiji Restoration.
"Roughly up to the iSSo's, our novels imitated those of great men
like Saikaku and Bakin who flourished in the Tokugawa period."
"But the influence of translations of European books began to ap-
pear," Takekoshi commented.
"Undoubtedly, Takekoshi-san, first in our versions of political novels
of the French Revolution and the Nihilists' writings of Russia, then
came the influence of the pure novels, like Hugo's and Turgenieffs.
"Some of our masterpieces, like the Imado Suicide which describes
our social evils, reflect European trends."
"Don't you think our current nationalism will affect literature?"
Takekoshi asked.
"It may, but it takes a long time. As a matter of fact, political
changes have had no effect on our literature for nearly twenty years.
The same will be true in the future, too. Literature is difficult to mold,
but once it congeals, it retains its given form for some time."
Takekoshi had been studying the childish drawings. "Did the
Princess do those?" he inquired of Okiku when the comments on
Kunigita's literary views were over.
"Oh, yes, Takekoshi-san."
"Huh, Shinko brought them home from school" Saionji beamed
when he overheard the question. He walked over to the partition and
took down two of them. "You see, she drew one for me and the other
for Okiku, She knows I am fond of orchids and Okiku likes iris. They
are not bad for a grammar school student, are they?"
The proud father handed the pictures to Takekoshi, All looked at
them. To everybody's amazement, the reticent Saionji went on and on
with his admiration of the color combination and perspective of the
drawings.
Most amazed was Okiku, "Prince!" she exclaimed,
"What?"
"You mustn't-"
"Why? Not bad, are they?"

